Aon At-A-Glance
Aon plc (NYSE:AON) is the leading global provider of risk
management, insurance and reinsurance brokerage, and
human resources solutions. Our 65,000 colleagues worldwide
unite to empower results for clients in over 120 countries via
innovative and effective risk and people solutions and through
industry-leading global resources and technical expertise.
Aon advises companies on their two biggest growth
opportunities: managing risk and people. As the leading
global adviser in risk and people we see the most data
on both topics, and our industry-leading analytical tools
allow us to provide clients strategy-defining insights that
empower better business results. Better risk management
frees up capital for investment in growth; better people
management leads to a more productive workforce. At
Aon, we are focused on delivering innovative insights on
risk and people that empower results for our clients.

A pioneer in risk management and HR consulting, Aon creates
innovative solutions for clients, such as the firm’s Global Risk
Insight Platform (GRIP) and corporate health exchange, both
of which have been emulated by others in the industry.
Aon has been the principal partner of Manchester United
since 2010. As global businesses with shared values that
we live every day, Aon and Manchester United empower
results both on and off the pitch. In April 2013, Aon extended
its partnership with the club. This was highlighted by the
November 2013 announcement of the Aon Training Complex,
Manchester United’s state-of-the-art training facility.
Visit www.aon.com for more information on Aon and www.
aon.com/manchesterunited to learn about Aon’s global
partnership and shirt sponsorship with Manchester United.

As the leading firm on the topics of risk and people, Aon
provides advice and solutions to clients in six key areas:
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